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Abstract
An accurate assessment of surgical operation skills is essential for improving the vascular intervention surgical outcome and the
performance of endovascular surgery robots. In existing studies, subjective and objective assessments of surgical operation skills
use a variety of indicators, such as the operation speed and operation smoothness. However, the vascular conditions of particular
patients have not been considered in the assessment, leading to deviations in the evaluation. Therefore, in this paper, an operation
skills assessment method including the vascular difficulty level index for catheter insertion at the aortic arch in endovascular
surgery is proposed. First, the model describing the difficulty of the vascular anatomical structure is established with characteristics of different aortic arch branches based on machine learning. Afterwards, the vascular difficulty level is set as an objective
index combined with operating characteristics extracted from the operations performed by surgeons to evaluate the surgical
operation skills at the aortic arch using machine learning. The accuracy of the assessment improves from 86.67 to 96.67% after
inclusion of the vascular difficulty as an evaluation indicator to more objectively and accurately evaluate skills. The method
described in this paper can be adopted to train novice surgeons in endovascular surgery, and for studies of vascular interventional
surgery robots.
Keywords Vascular intervention surgery . Vascular difficulty level . Objective skills assessment . Machine learning

1 Introduction
Vascular intervention is a type of minimally invasive surgery
that has been widely adopted to treat various cardiovascular
and cerebrovascular diseases [1]. During this procedure, an
accurate and objective assessment for surgical operation skills
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is essential for good surgical outcomes and safety. During the
surgical procedure, surgeons operate using surgical tools, such
as a catheter, inserted in the femoral artery and aortic arch to
obtain access to the target area by rotating, pushing, and
pulling. In this procedure, surgical tools, such as the catheter
and guide wire, are flexible and miniature. The vascular anatomy is narrow, fragile, and complicated, and the visualization
of the surgical environment is restricted due to technical limitations. As a result, the surgical outcome and safety strongly
depend on the operation skill level of surgeons. Therefore, an
objective assessment of surgeons’ skills is important for evaluating the training of novice surgeons and maximizing the
superior skills of expert surgeons to further improve the efficacy of vascular interventional surgery [2]. In addition, the
design and application of related medical robots have also
begun to be developed [3–7], and an objective clinical evaluation of the safety and surgical outcomes of robotic systems is
urgently needed [8, 9]. Figure 1 shows the vascular interventional surgical robot system developed by our research team
[4]. Human experiments have been conducted already.
However, surgical operation skills have not been applied in
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Fig. 1 The vascular interventional surgical robotic system developed by
the Guo-lab [4]. a Schematic of the system. b Evaluation of the in-human
operation by the robot (surgeons operate the master control handle). The
communication and control system receives the master control signal and

converts it into the motor control signal, which enables the catheter to
move with the slave manipulator. On the slave side, the catheter is
clamped by the slider through motors to achieve the linear and rotating
movement of the catheter in the vasculature

the design of robot, resulting in limited functions of our robot.
Therefore, the operation skill assessment will not only evaluate the surgical skill level of surgeons and robots but will also
be helpful in training novice doctors and vascular interventional robots.
In recent years, numerous studies have evaluated the skills
of surgeons performing interventional surgery [10–13]. In the
early days, the assessment was aimed at evaluating the training of novice surgeons [14]. The assessment relied on subjective and qualitative evaluations by experienced experts or supervisors [15]. Subsequently, structured human grading was
proposed, such as checklists that require an expert surgeon to
score the surgical procedure using task-specific checklists
[16]. Global rating scales (GRS) [17] are a type of qualitative
scoring system. These methods were gold standards for evaluating performance at the time, although they were somewhat
subjective and time consuming.
A simulator [18] was used to extract some metrics, such as
fluoroscopy times, the total procedure, and simulator-recorded
errors, to more objectively evaluate surgical performance and
skills [19]. The total path length correlated well with manually
scored GRS with 21 participants of varying experience [20].
Non-dimensional jerk, number of sub-movements, average
sub-movement duration, and spectral arc length were proposed for the assessment [21, 22]. A framework was proposed
for the evaluation by measuring the contact force between
catheter and the tissue [23] and movement pattern of the operators with different skill levels [24]. Metrics such as the path
length, completion time, speed, depth perception, curvature,
and smoothness [25] were used for the surgical assessment.
The distance between the catheter tip to blood vessel wall was
introduced into the assessment [26]. All these metrics are

extracted only from surgical tool motions, and thus they do
not completely represent the surgeon’s surgical skills.
In addition, motion signals from the surgeon’s body were
investigated in the assessment. Hand and wrist motion signals
were detected by electromagnetic (EM) sensors [27, 28]. A
natural behavior-based (hand motion, proximal force, muscle
activity, and finger motion) assessment framework was proposed in a percutaneous coronary intervention [29]. In the
aforementioned studies, different evaluation tools were used
to analyze surgical operation skills. Statistical tools and machine learning methods, such as Hidden Markov Models [25],
Support Vector Machine (SVM) [24], k-means [26], and
Gaussian mixture model [29], were used. Based on these findings, machine-learning methods are widely used in the field of
surgical skill assessment. Related studies examining skill assessments are shown in Table 1, which includes the adopted
indicators, methods, and results.
In addition to natural behaviors and tool motions, the vascular difficulty level (VD) is a significant factor influencing
the surgical operation. According to relevant studies and the
opinions of expert surgeons, VD describes the effect of different vascular anatomical structures on the surgical difficulty
[30, 31]. Prior to vascular interventional surgery, the condition
of vessels, such as the punctured arteries and aorta, should be
assessed to estimate the surgical difficulty level and the possible complications. The vascular assessment mainly involves
vascular tortuosity, minimum lumen diameter, and crosssectional area, among other factors. These important factors
affect the surgical difficulty [32]. Our group analyzes the interventional operation at the aortic arch. When surgeons operate on the aortic arch with different anatomical structures, the
surgical difficulty is distinguished. VD research aims to
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Table 1

Related studies for surgical operation skill assessment

Method

Reference

Checklists
GRS

M. Berry et al. [16]
B. Bech et al. [17]

Objective assessment
based on metrics
extracted from tools or
operators

Indicators

Specific methods

Score
Pre-procedure, imaging,
Score
technical skills, communication,
post-procedure
I. Van Herzeele et al. Quantitative (procedure time, amount
Non-parametric tests
[19]
of contrast given, number of
cineloops recorded, fluoroscopic
time) Qualitative (clinical parameters
and errors)
A. E. Rolls et al. [20] Path length
Non-parametric tests:
Kruskal-Wallis test, the
Mann-Whitney U test
H. Rafii-Tari et al. [25] Catheter-tissue, contact forces, and
Hidden Markov Models
operator motion patterns
H. Rafii-Tari et al. [24] Tool forces applied by operators,
SVM classification
contact forces resulting from
catheter–tissue interactions
E. B. Mazomenos
Procedure time, average speed,
K- means clustering,
et al. [26]
average acceleration, dimensionless
Expectation maximization
jerk, tip average distance to wall
S. Estrada et al. [22]
Non-dimensional jerk, number of
ANOVA
sub-movements, average submovement duration and spectral
arc length
X. Zhou et al. [29]
Natural behaviors (hand motion,
Gaussian-Mixture-Model
proximal force, muscle activity,
clustering
finger motion)

investigate the effect of aortic arch vascular conditions on
surgical difficulty. In the GRS for endovascular performance,
the difficulty level was regarded as a measureable scale of the
grading tool [23] only based on subjective experience. In addition, in other previous skill assessment studies, one or several physical vascular models, such as the silicon model, were
used for skill assessments [21, 22, 26]. However, the researchers did not consider the diversity of vascular structures
in the assessment, namely, the effect of VD on surgeons’
operation skills has not yet been analyzed objectively. As a
result, vascular conditions should be analyzed scientifically
and considered a skill evaluation metric, which is where the
research needs to be improved.
In this paper, a modified objective evaluation of surgeons’
operation skills is performed by adding the VD indicator.
Here, the surgeon’s skill was determined using the combination of the traditional evaluation index and VD. In Section 2,
the VD condition classifier and operation assessment model
with VD are proposed using a machine learning approach.
First, subjects involved in our study are introduced. Then,
according to the actual human vascular structure, 1:1 human
vascular models with different anatomical structures were designed to obtain diverse vascular anatomical features. VD is
analyzed based on this procedure. Representative features of
the aortic arch are creatively extracted and the training method
is introduced. Using machine learning, a modified operational

Results

As high as
90%
83%
91%

92%

skill assessment method is introduced by combining traditional indicators and VD. A schematic of the skills assessment is
shown in Fig. 2. The VD description model and skill assessment model are evaluated in Section 3. The importance of
characteristics is presented and a significance test is performed. Then, machine learning, such as non-linear dichotomizing SVM and Random Forest (RF) models, is adopt to
train models. The discussion is presented after the results.
Finally, our conclusions are outlined in Section 4.

2 Materials and methods
In this section, the proposed machine learning–based method
for classifying surgeons’ operating skills is described in detail.
First, the groups of subjects involved in our study are described. Next, the task of the catheterization procedure studied
in this paper is depicted. Then, medical imaging and processing are introduced for feature extraction and experiments. A
model describing the VD level is established after extracting
relevant features based on machine learning to investigate the
effect of vascular characteristics on the operative difficulty for
the surgeon. After the VD analysis, a modified classification
assessment model for surgical operation skills is built by
adding the VD factor using machine learning to explore the
effect of VD on the assessment of surgeons’ operation skills.
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structure of blood vessels has little effect on surgeons. Then,
surgeons adjust the catheter state by rotating or performing
other actions and choose the desired branch. This step determines the success of related surgeries. In this process, factors
such as the blood vessel diameter, the distance between blood
vessel branches, and the inclination angle of blood vessel
branches exert a substantial effect on the quality and success
rate of surgeons’ operation. Finally, the catheter is pushed into
target vessel sites.

2.3 Medical image processing

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of skills assessment including VD

In addition, the design of aortic arch vascular models is described in detail in the Supplementary material.

2.1 Subjects
Two groups of surgeons (ten subjects, 8 males, two females;
average age of expert surgeons, 51 years and average age of
novice surgeons, 36 years) with different levels of experience
participated and performed a catheterization in our study. One
group includes five expert surgeons who have performed
more than 500 endovascular procedures in their careers and
another group of five novice surgeons who have performed
less than 50 procedures in endovascular surgery. Prior to surgery, surgeons were familiarized with the operation mode of
our experimental device in advance to reduce the effect of the
experimental equipment on the surgeon’s operation skills.

2.2 Catheterization procedure
This study focuses on the surgical operation of inserting a
catheter in the aortic arch during interventional vascular surgery. This procedure highly tests surgeons’ familiarity with
the vascular microanatomical structures and proficiency in
catheter operation. Different levels of operation skills will lead
to corresponding differences in surgical outcomes [29]. As
shown in Fig. 3, a catheter is inserted from the triangular sign
of the ascending aorta to one of three ascending vessels (1–
2 cm after entering the vessel), which is displayed by the
circular mark in Fig. 3. The surgeon inserts the catheter along
the aorta to the starting point before data collection. This procedure consists of three stages. First, the surgeon pulls the
catheter back to the vascular bifurcation. In this process, the

For the VD analysis, aortic arch geometry should be acquired
for feature extraction. After acquiring vascular images from
designed models, the contour and centerline of blood vessels
are obtained by a canny operator and morphological
corrosion-expansion in OpenCV library (a cross-platform
computer vision library released under the BSD 3-Clause
License) to further extract the vascular characteristics.
The catheter tip trajectory is needed to obtain the traditional
characteristics of the surgeons’ operations for the skill assessment. The extraction of catheter tip trajectory is to obtain the
catheter tip coordinates in each frame of the video of the operation performed by each surgeon. First, the noise in the
video image of the surgeons’ operations is removed. Then,
according to the gray value of catheter in video sequence
images, an appropriate threshold is set to perform the binarization operation and morphological processing of the image.
Finally, using the connected region theory, the position of
catheter tip is located. After obtaining the coordinates of catheter tip in each image, the catheter tip trajectory is calculated.

2.4 VD definition and feature extraction
The surgeon’s skill might be expressed by the combination of
the traditional evaluation index and VD. Features must be
extracted from the anatomical structures of blood vessels to
describe VD. In addition, traditional features must be extracted from surgeons’ operational data. Finally, VD is combined
with traditional features for the skill evaluation. This section
introduces VD and extraction methods for these two types of
features.
Target point

Starting point

Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of vascular operation path
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2.4.1 VD definition

2.4.2 Feature extraction for the VD description

VD is defined as the degree of surgical difficulty when surgeons perform an operation on a particular vessel. As mentioned above, VD exerts a significant effect on the objective
assessment of surgical operation skills. The quality of surgeons’ operations is reflected in various factors, such as traditional indicators, the smoothness of catheter operation in the
surgical procedure, and the whole operation time. The preceding section described previous studies evaluating operation
skills, which only considered the characteristics of surgeons’
operations themselves without the specificity of patients’ vessels for the assessment. Due to the confines of the aortic anatomy, surgeons perform diverse procedures under different
vascular conditions. For example, in difficult vascular conditions, differences in the operation between novice and expert
physicians are not significant. In addition, novice physicians
might perform particularly well under quite easy vascular conditions, but their skills are not necessarily at a high level. In
general, if the VD level is not considered when evaluating
surgical operation skills, the results of the assessment would
be inaccurate and not objective. Therefore, the surgeon’s skill
should be more objectively measured with the combination of
the traditional evaluation index and VD, as shown in the following equation:

Features of vessels will be extracted to establish the VD description model. Then, a feature importance analysis and correlation calculation will be performed to analyze the
scientificity and rationality of feature selection.
First, as mentioned above, our study focuses on an operation crossing the aortic arch. Based on an in-depth understanding of the actual endovascular surgical procedure, three representative features are confirmed to exert the most significant
effects on surgical results. According to surgeons, the distance
to adjacent blood vessels and diameter of the descending aorta
exert minimal or accidental effects. These features contribute
little to the VD classification and may cause feature redundancy, affecting the accuracy of the model. Therefore, our model
adopted the three representative features listed below.

Lskills ¼ f ðI tradition ; I VD Þ

ð1Þ

where Lskills is the surgical operation skill level, which is
represented by traditional index Itradition and VD index IVD.
Our study will solve this limitation using the formula shown
above.
Before analyzing the effect of VD on the results of the skill
assessment, a VD condition classifier is proposed to describe
the difficulty level of the vascular anatomy on which the surgeon operates. However, the vasculature is a type of tissue in
the human body with a free, non-rigid, and irregular anatomical structure. Therefore, a precise description of its characteristics in a deterministic mathematical formula is quite challenging. Some researchers regarded the centerline as the representation of vascular features [8]. Additionally, in another
study [23], the subjective judgment of the physician was
adopted to indicate the level of difficulty in operating on the
blood vessels. In medical research, the vascular assessment
mainly involves vascular tortuosity, minimum lumen diameter, and cross-sectional area, among other factors [32].These
studies are merely preliminary studies on vascular characterization, and thus they are vague and inaccurate. Therefore, in
our study, a variety of vascular features are extracted and
analyzed to more accurately and convincingly describe the
characteristics of blood vessels. Then, vascular features are
trained by SVM and the VD condition classifier is established.
As a result, the VD condition is represented quantitatively.

Vessel diameter (VDr): The vessel diameter at vascular
branches was analyzed, as shown in the top of Fig. 4b.
Generally, a larger diameter increases the space in which
the catheter can move, allowing the catheter to easily
enter the target vascular branch.
Distance between the target vessel branch and descending aorta (Dt): As shown in the middle of Fig. 4b, the
farther away the target branch is from the descending
artery, the more difficult the operation is for the surgeon.
A farther distance results in longer stretching of the catheter. It creates more uncertainty for catheterization.
Inclination angle between the target vascular branch and
cut surface of the aortic arch (IAg): As shown in the
bottom of Fig. 4b, when the target branch of the blood
vessel inclines to the ascending aorta, it is in the same
direction as the movement of catheter, resulting in a less
difficult operation.

For the reasons described above, these three representative
features are extracted to describe the VD level. AutoCAD
software is used to extract the vascular features shown in
Fig. 4 according to the aortic arch geometry.
Finally, the importance and relevance of features are
analyzed using the random forest method to determine
the rationality of feature selection. The results are shown
in Table 2. The contributions of the three vascular features (VDr, Dt, and IAg) to the VD description are
23.58%, 37.71%, and 38.71%, respectively, indicating
that these features adequately represent VD. Regarding
the result of the correlation calculation, each feature
shows a correlation of no more than 0.3. No collinearity
is observed. In other words, no feature redundancy is detected. All three features are necessary.
These metrics will compose the feature space for VD classifier training.
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2.4.3 Traditional feature extraction for the skill assessment
Traditional features required for the skill assessment are extracted from surgeons’ operation data. First, the traditional
features analyzed in our study were selected based on previous
studies. Operation data from surgeons are preprocessed after
surgeons performed the surgical procedure described above
on designed vascular models. The comparison of the operation trajectory between novice and expert surgeons in different
vascular models is shown in Fig. 5. As shown in this figure,
operation data include trace coordinates of the catheter tip and
operation time of the surgical procedure. Clearly, expert surgeons’ operations are smoother than novice surgeons’ operations. Furthermore, inspired by the indicators of the checklist
and GRS for endovascular performance [16, 17], as well as
previous studies examining operation skills of interventional
surgeons, several representative indicators are chosen to construct the feature space of surgical operation, including the
total path length of catheter trajectory (PL)/centerline length
of corresponding vascular path (CL), relative operation time
(To)/CL, maximum tangential velocity (Vmax), average tangential velocity (Vmean), and average acceleration (Amean).
Then, selected features are extracted from the operation
data. PL is obtained by calculating the collected coordinate
data of the catheter tip. The image acquisition speed is 20
frames per second and gain To is based on this value. In general, a more skilled surgeon generates a catheter track with a
shorter length and requires less time to complete the operation.
In addition, the smoothness of operation trajectory is obtained
by comparing the tangential velocity and acceleration of the
trajectory. The operation speed curves of inexperienced surgeons may have more spikes. These two indexes are acquired
by calculating the tangent line of the catheter trajectory.
Finally, after obtaining the operation characteristics, the
importance of the VD level in the skills assessment is analyzed
using machine learning. An RF model [33, 34] in machine
learning is used to evaluate the importance of the features
Fig. 4 Schematic diagram of
features about VD level: a Three
features’ representation in whole
aortic arch, (1) VDr; (2) Dt; (3)
IAg. b From top to bottom, the
values of these three features in
different anatomical structures of
blood vessels are represented
respectively

Table 2

Importance and relevance of vascular features

VDr(-Dt)
Dt(-IAg)
IAg(-VDr)

Correlation coefficient

Feature importance (%)

0.12
0.06
0.29

23.58
37.71
38.91

described above by estimating the extent to which each feature
contributes to each tree in the RF and averaging them through
the corresponding OOB (out of bag) data [35, 36].
After feature extraction, the feature space including the VD
and traditional features is constructed for model training in the
next step. This step is required to standard and normalize all
six dimensions of feature data we extracted.

2.5 Machine-leaning methods for the VD description
and skill assessment
Machine learning methods are adopted to establish the VD
classification model and surgical skill assessment model.
2.5.1 SVM-based model for describing VD
The description of VD is regarded as a non-linear multiple
classification question. A multi-classification SVM is used
to classify the difficulty of blood vessels in the threedimensional feature space mentioned above. After considering the physician’s experience, classification accuracy, and
actual demands in surgery, VD is divided into three levels.
Level 0 is the easiest and level 2 is the hardest. Ten expert
surgeons scored the vessels into three levels. After averaging
and rounding, the score is used as the training label.
VD classification is a non-linear question, and thus it
must be transformed into a linearly separable problem by
mapping the feature space to a higher-dimensional Hilbert
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Fig. 5 Catheter tip trajectory of
expert (blue line) and novice (red
line)

space (H). SVM seeks a hyperplane to segment samples
[37, 38]. Non-linear classification is performed using the
kernel method. The optimal hyperplane is calculated as
follows:
ωT ϕðX Þ þ b ¼ 0

ð2Þ

where ϕ : X → H is the mapping function. X is the constructed feature space, and the parameters w and b are the
normal vector and intercept of the hyperplane, respectively. The inner product of the mapping function is defined
as the kernel function. In SVM model training, parameters
must be adjusted in real time to obtain the optimal model.
Among these parameters, the kernel function and regularization term C exert a substantial effect on the model. The
adjustment of the regularization term C would alter the
complexity of the model. The parameter adjustment function GridSearchCV in scilit-learn was adopted for parameter adjustment. After parameter adjustment, the Radial
Basis Function (RBF) kernel is used to map the sample
space to an infinite dimensional space because it is suitable for the case in which the sample size is moderate and
the number of features is small. The regularization is adjusted to 5 and gamma is adjusted to 0.5 to obtain a
higher accuracy.
In addition, the classification of VD level is a ternary classification question. However, the standard SVM is an algorithm designed for binary classification. Therefore, the one-toone SVM method was adopted to classify VD. One-to-one
SVM is a voting method. The calculation process is designed
to establish decision boundaries for any two of m categories,
Þ
i.e., a total of mðm−1
decision boundaries exist. Categories of
2
samples are selected according to the category with the
highest score in the discrimination results of all decision
boundaries.
Moreover, because actual human aortic arches are not
distributed evenly among the three VD levels, our vascular feature data with three VD levels are unbalanced.

Thus, the weights of three vascular samples are adjusted
by increasing the weights of categories with a small sample size to balance the training data.
2.5.2 Operation skills assessment model
In this section, VD is used as a necessary index to evaluate
surgeons’ operating skills with machine learning. First, the
operational feature space of each physician is constructed
using the traditional characteristics and VD. Second, the operation skills assessment model is established by machine
learning.
SVM and RF methods are used to establish the assessment model. Physicians’ operations are divided into novice and expert categories, which is a non-linear dichotomy
question. The SVM method is good at solving these problems. The sample size included in our study is not particularly large, and the number of characteristics is not large.
SVM is a model suitable for small samples. Additionally,
the RF method still effectively trains the model when the
sample feature dimension is high, because it randomly
selects the decision tree nodes to divide features. The
feature dimension of this paper is six, and hence this
method is chosen. RF [33, 34] is a parallel integration
of decision trees. Compared with decision tree, the prediction accuracy of RF is higher. It is able to obtain the
contribution of each feature. The principle of a decision
tree is to select the optimal partition feature from the
feature set of nodes. In contrast, RF selects the optimal
partition feature from the feature subset containing k random features of the node. Therefore, the super parameters
to be adjusted for RF include the number of features k
randomly selected during node splitting and the number
of decision trees. The general adopted value of k is log2d,
in which d represents the number of all features of nodes.
The classification accuracy with or without this index is
compared for each method to determine the effect of the VD
level index on the skill assessment.
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3 Experimental results and discussion
The results of the two models we proposed were validated by
performing experiments. First, various human vascular 1:1
models of the aortic arch were designed to qualitatively describe the VD. For data collection, surgeons with different
levels of experience are required to perform the surgical operation. Second, the VD condition classifier and operation skills
assessment model are implemented using machine learning.

3.1 Experimental platforms
The experimental platform is built to collect data for the assessment of operation skills. First, for the purpose of studying the
effect of VD level on surgeons’ operation skills, twenty 1:1
human vascular models of the aortic arch with different anatomical structures were designed, with three ascending vessels
at each aortic arch. Moreover, an interventional surgical robot
[13] designed by our research group constitutes the hardware to
collect the catheterization data, as shown in Fig. 6. This robot
contains a master controller, a slave catheter controller, designed vascular models, and a grayscale monocular camera
above the vascular models. During the interventional surgery,
surgeons operate the master controller to manipulate the slave
catheter controller, which delivers the catheter tip to target
blood vessels. All surgeons deliver the catheter five times in
each vascular path, for a total of 24 vascular paths with 8 different anatomical vessels. During the procedure, the grayscale
camera above the vascular models captures operational videos
at a rate of 20 frames per second. Data collected in this procedure are used for feature extraction from the surgical operation.

3.2 Evaluation of the VD condition classification
The VD classification model is obtained after training the
extracted vascular feature data. Classification results are

shown in Fig. 7. The vessel diameter and inclination angle
of the target vessel at aortic arch bifurcations are selected as
the X- and Y-axis, respectively. The accuracy of the SVM
training set is 91.67% and the accuracy of the test set is
83.33%. In addition, the corresponding VD recognition confusion matrix of test set is shown in Fig. 8. Four prediction
errors in 24 blood vessels are identified. As shown in the
classification results, the description of VD level is sufficient.
In this section, VD is described objectively and accurately,
which compensates for the lack of blood vessel analyses in
previous surgical operation studies. Next, this method is
employed to predict the difficulty of vascular models in which
surgeons deliver the catheter in the next section. Then, difficulty level is used as an index to assess the surgical operation
skills in vascular microenvironment. In addition, previous
studies on the evaluation of surgeons’ operating skills did
not include the VD level index [20–29]. Therefore, the results
of our study can serve as a reference for further studies examining surgical skill assessments. In future studies, the vascular
characteristics for VD should be explored further by adopting
three-dimensional vascular models. Other methods can be
studied further to describe the degree of difficulty in a more
scientific and reasonable manner. In addition, our research
only focuses on the aortic arch, and other vessels should also
be analyzed in the future.

3.3 Evaluation of the effect of VD on the operation
skills assessment
Machine learning with SVM and RF methods was adopted for
the skill assessment with or without the VD index.
Catheterization during endovascular surgery was performed
by two groups of doctors in different vascular models. For
the purpose of exploring the role of VD in evaluating surgical
operation skills, the importance of the six features described
above (PL/CL, To/CL,Vmax,Vmean,Amean, and VD) is initially

Fig. 6 Experimental setup
10cm

Master controller

Vascular models

Slave catheter controller
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VD 0(train )
VD 1(train )
VD 2(train )
VD 0(test)
VD 1(test)
VD 2(test)

Fig. 7 SVM classification results for VD

calculated using the RF method. Each index is compared between different VD levels to analyze the significance of differences in the data using a non-parametric statistical test: the
Kendall collaborative parameter. Finally, after adding the VD
index, SVM and RF methods are adopted to assess surgeons’
operation skills.

3.3.1 Analysis of surgeons’ operation features
A statistical analysis was conducted on the extracted operating
features before conducting SVM and RF training to analyze
the role of VD in the skill assessment and the relationship
between the features of the operation data. First, operational
images of surgeons were obtained to extract the characteristics
of the operation data for feature analysis. The RF method is
implemented to rank the importance of features in the skill
assessment. A radar map of the feature importance is shown
in Fig. 9. Obviously, the result indicates the contribution rate
of each feature to skill classification. Notably, PL/CL has the
strongest correlation with surgical operating skills, indicating
that more experienced surgeons perform operations with a
shorter catheter track length. More importantly, the contribution rate of VD to the skills assessment is 0.19, indicating that

Fig. 8 VD recognition confusion matrix

the addition of this index is very meaningful for the skill
evaluation.
Five operation features were compared between three vascular difficulty levels using Kendall collaborative parameter
test to determine whether a significant difference exists in the
operations with different VD indexes performed by a surgeon.
Median values for the five features and the calculated p values
are shown in Table 3. The null hypothesis is rejected when the
p value < 0.05, and thus the data are significant. Based on
these data, a significant difference exists in the operation using
catheters at different VD levels performed by a surgeon. As
shown in Table 3, except forPL/CL, Vmax of the expert, and
Amean of the novice, other features have p values far less than
0.05, indicating that they show significant differences among
the three VD levels. Thus, VD exerts a significant effect on
surgeons’ operation skills, suggesting that the VD level is
necessary and meaningful for assessing operation skills.
Box diagrams of the five features of operations performed
by novice and expert surgeons are shown in Fig. 10, showing
the surgical operation performed by surgeons with different
levels of experience under three different VD conditions.
Combined with the results of the Kendall collaborative parameter test, box diagrams revealed significant differences in most
features among different VD levels.
As a result, our extraction of the five traditional features of
surgeons’ operations is reasonable. Moreover, the VD index
has an important role in skill assessment. Therefore, the modified skill assessment is performed by including the VD index
in the training of SVM and RF models.
3.3.2 SVM-based and RF-based assessment models
of operation skills
Machine learning is adopted to evaluate the surgeons’ operation skills. The five general features extracted above and VD
are used to construct the feature space for the binary SVM
classification. Regarding the partition proportion of training
data and testing data, we adopted the k-fold cross-validation

Fig. 9 Radar map of feature importance for skills assessment
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Table 3

Median values and p value of the features

PL/CL

Expert
Novice
Expert
Novice
Expert

VD 0
1.25
1.69
3.96
6.87
7.54

VD 1
1.23
1.56
4.05
5.03
8.16

VD 2
1.22
1.68
6.01
10.539
6.559

p value (Kendall)
0.581
0.710
0
0
0.074

Novice
Expert
Novice
Expert
Novice

14.66
2.45
3.98
0.010
0.012

16.97
2.36
4.84
0.001
0.012

12.099
1.39
2.73
0.001
0.003

0.015
0
0
0.006
0.074

To/CL
Vmax
Vmean
Amean

method and the hold-out method to divide the dataset, respectively. The k-fold cross-validation method is used to obtain the
mean value after k iteration training steps, and the k value is
usually chosen to be 10. The hold-out method is used to randomly divide the dataset many times at a ratio of 2:1 to 4:1.
Our research used the default median ratio of 3:1. Based on
those features, SVM and RF models are trained. After training, we choose the model that leads to higher accuracy from
these two methods of dividing dataset. Moreover, training
results are compared between conditions whether VD is present in the feature vector.
The predictions obtained from the RF and SVM test sets
with or without VD are shown in Fig. 11. Marks in Fig. 11

with different colors represent prediction errors. Obviously,
when the VD index is included, regardless of the method used,
significantly fewer errors in the prediction of surgeons’ operation levels are observed. In addition, compared with RF,
SVM obtains better prediction results. Specific prediction results from the SVM and RF test sets are shown in Table 4.
Regarding SVM, when VD is not included, the prediction
accuracy of the test set is 86.67%. However, the accuracy of
the test set increases to 96.67% after the inclusion of the VD
index. These results were obtained using the hold-out method.
Compared with the existing research shown in Table 1, SVM
with VD has achieved higher accuracy. The F1-score also
improves by approximately 10% after the inclusion of VD.
Thus, VD substantially improves the accuracy of the evaluation of surgeons’ operation skills. For the RF classification,
after the parameter adjustment process, the classification accuracy improves by approximately 7%.
Moreover, SVM prediction errors in operation skills are
analyzed in detail to further analyze the effect of VD on the
assessment. Two examples of prediction errors in the skill
assessment without the VD index are shown in Fig. 12. As
shown in Fig. 12 a, the results indicate that on a blood vessel
with 0-difficulty level, the SVM model predicts an operation
as an expert level by mistake. This operation is actually performed by the novice surgeon. According to the catheter tip
trajectory in Fig. 12a, the operation performed by the novice
surgeon is not much different from an expert surgeon due to
the simple and easy blood vessel. The inexperienced surgeon

Fig. 10 Box diagrams of the five features: a PL/CL; b To/CL; c Vmax; d Vmean; e Amean (Y-coordinate values are all normalized)
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Fig. 11 SVM and RF
classification results (predicted
results of the test set): a RF
without VD; b RF with VD; c
SVM without VD; d SVM with
VD

also inserts catheter to the target vessel smoothly. As a result,
in the absence of the VD index, the prediction provided by the
model has obvious errors. In contrast, the prediction is correct
if the VD level is included. As shown in Fig. 12b the result
represents that in a vascular path with highest VD level, SVM
recognizes an operation that is actually operated by expert
surgeon as a novice level. A larger view of the trajectory is
shown. The blue expert-operated catheter tip trajectory is
somewhat slippery, showing that the catheter wanders several
times before entering the vascular branch. This is because the
path of the blood vessel is very complex and difficult, and thus
a specialist surgeon is unable to push the catheter to the target
point in one attempt, similar to novice surgeons. When the VD
level index is not considered, the model regards this operation
by an expert as a novice level because it only depends on the

Table 4

Classification performance with VD or not

Method
SVM
RF

With VD
Without VD
With VD
Without VD

Accuracy (%)

F1-score (%)

96.67
86.67
89.58
83.33

96.67
87.49
90.18
83.33

operating procedure itself. In summary, the VD level plays a
significant role in the objective evaluation of surgeons’ operating skills.
Based on these results, VD exerts an important effect on
how surgeons operate catheters during interventional surgery.
In blood vessels with a simple anatomical microstructure, a
novice or expert will be able to smoothly complete the operation. In contrast, in complex and difficult blood vessels, even
specialists may require multiple attempts to reach branches of
the aortic arch through the bifurcation, or even remain inaccessible for long periods of time, leading to failure. As a result,
if VD is not considered in the evaluation of surgical skills,
deviations in the evaluation will occur. In the description of
VD studied in this paper, three vascular characteristics that
affect the surgical operation were selected from the vascular
contour and centerline, according to surgeons’ experience in
actual endovascular operations. Their contributions and correlation calculations suggest that these three features are good
indicators of the aortic arch difficulty. Results of the VD description revealed a high level of accuracy for the prediction.
VD was described objectively and scientifically using machine learning compared with previous studies. Afterwards,
the difficulty level of blood vessels was added as an important
indicator to the assessment of surgeons’ operating skills. The
accuracy of the SVM classification was improved by
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the results reported in this paper reveal the capability of
assessing the operation skills of interventional surgeons more
objectively and helping to evaluate the training of novice surgeons. Finally, this method can be implemented to evaluate
the operations of interventional surgical robots and identify
existing technical problems, which will specifically promote
the development of interventional surgical robot technology.
Although the materials and fluid of vascular models we
designed are different from actual vessels, the design of the
model fits the purpose of simulating a real vascular environment. Moreover, the structure and parameters of the model are
designed in strict 1:1 accordance with vessels. Our method
can also be adopted to train the data to achieve effective results
when the manipulation data are collected from real blood vessels. Therefore, our proposed method is also meaningful and
effective in the real vascular environment.

4 Conclusions

Fig. 12 Two examples of prediction errors in skills assessment without
VD: a SVM recognizes novice as expert in VD 0; b SVM recognizes
expert as novice in VD 2

approximately 10% after the inclusion of VD. Compared with
previous studies, the classification accuracy 96.67% is also
improved from the highest value of 92% reported by ChihChung et al [28]. Combined with the results of the feature
importance analysis, VD is important in the skill evaluation.
In Table 4 showing the results of the non-parametric significance test, most of the operation characteristics of surgeons
were significantly different among different VD levels, which
further confirms the effect of VD on surgeons’ operation performance. Although the models we used were twodimensional vessels, they are generally sufficient for the surgical procedure we studied in the aortic arch. The relevant
operating characteristics of surgeons extracted from twodimensional models are also very representative.
Nevertheless, in future studies, further extraction and analysis
of three-dimensional vascular features are needed for a more
reasonable and deeper analysis.
In general, our study compensated for the lack of the VD
factor in the surgical operation skill assessment and achieved
good results. First, a description of VD is useful for preoperative planning to formulate targeted surgical plans in terms of
different vascular conditions. Afterwards, surgical safety, efficiency, and outcomes will be noticeably improved. Second,

In endovascular surgery, it is necessary to evaluate the
operation skills of surgeons objectively. However, most
of existing studies did not consider the difficulty level
of blood vessels. The few that considered this element
only stayed at the state, which surgeons rated through a
subjective visual observation. Therefore, this study performed an objective assessment of surgeons’ skills in
catheter insertion at the aortic arch, in which the most
important point was to creatively and quantitatively analyze the effect of VD level.
1. The difficulty level of blood vessels was described objectively and in detail. Vascular difficulty is no longer described in vague terms, but quantified using machine
learning methods. The accuracy of the SVM training set
accuracy is 91.67% and test set is 83.33%.
2. An assessment model was established to evaluate the operating skills of surgeons using machine learning. Two
groups of surgeons with different experience levels were
asked to perform catheterization on a variety of vascular
models. Based on previous studies, five representative
features (PL/CL, To/CL,Vmax, Vmean, and Amean) were extracted from the operation data. Significant differences (p
< 0.05) were observed among the five characteristics in
VD levels. The importance of the VD level was 0.19,
ranking in, second place. Then, binary SVM and RF training were conducted and the classification accuracy was
obtained. SVM results revealed a 10% improvement in
the accuracy of classification with VD compared with
the model lacking VD. Compared with previous studies,
the classification accuracy of 96.67% is also improved
from the highest value reported in the existing literature.
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In conclusion, this study substantially improves the accuracy of the assessment of surgeons’ operation skills in
endovascular surgery by considering the difficulty of blood
vessels. It has laid a foundation for more rational and safe
surgical planning, a more objective assessment of surgical
operations, and a faster development of interventional surgical
robots in the future. Relying on this research, the mechanism
of operations performed by experts could be further studied
for robots to learn. In the future, the characteristics of VD
description should be further explored. In addition, we should
attempt to extract the vascular information and surgical operation information in three-dimensional vascular space to more
accurately evaluate the operation skills of surgeons
performing endovascular surgery.
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